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Aquaporins and Vasopressin Signaling in

Kidney Health and Disease: Introduction
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ne of the most satisfying aspects of sci-
entific endeavor is to be involved in
areas of research in which new basic

iscoveries suggest potentially novel strategies
or therapeutic intervention, as well as for un-
erstanding underlying physiologic processes.
his has certainly been the case for the field of
ody fluid and electrolyte homeostasis via vaso-
ressin signaling and water channel function
ver the past few years. Although the existence
nd role of water channels (aquaporins) in bio-
ogical membranes had been known for de-
ades, based on pioneering studies by many
uperb physiologists and biophysicists, the dis-
overy of the molecular identity of the first
ater channel by Peter Agre and his colleagues

n 1991 has led to a veritable flood of research
n this area. Most importantly, it has attracted a
reat deal of bright, young talent into the field,
nd has reawakened interest in understanding
he mechanisms by which physiologic pro-
esses are regulated in health and disease.
uch of this exciting research is now taking
lace under the umbrella of coordinated re-
earch activities known as systems biology in
ajor institutions throughout the world.
New developments in aquaporin biology,

tructure, function, and physiology in just
bout every family of living organism that in-
abits the earth appear with great regularity in
he scientific literature. In many cases, informa-
ion generated in one species, organ, or cell
ype can be applied directly or indirectly to
ne’s own favorite experimental model. This
xchange of information has been critical to the
quaporin field, and has contributed greatly to
he advances that have been made in the spe-
ific area of aquaporins and vasopressin signal-
T
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ng in the kidney, which is covered by this
pecial issue of Seminars in Nephrology. The
ole of water channels in the urinary concen-
rating mechanism under the influence of the
ntidiuretic hormone, vasopressin, has been
he subject of extensive work that began in the
950s using model systems such as the amphib-

an urinary bladder and epidermis. With the
iscovery of aquaporin 2 (AQP2), the signaling
ascade that leads to the incorporation of water
hannels into the plasma membrane of kidney
ollecting duct principal cells has been exam-
ned in great detail over the past few years.
owever, some critical questions remain unan-

wered—notably, what is the precise role of
asopressin-stimulated AQP2 phosphorylation
n determining its intracellular location, and
ow do the multiple phosphorylation sites on
QP2 interact to regulate this process? Never-

heless, research has now matured to the stage
t which several clinical applications to correct
rine concentrating defects such as nephro-
enic diabetes insipidus (NDI) can be envi-
ioned more clearly. Furthermore, recent devel-
pments related to vasopressin signaling have

ed to important potential breakthroughs in hy-
onatremia and polycystic kidney disease ther-
py. This issue of Seminars in Nephrology
rings together short reviews from many lead-

ng laboratories in the world. The articles were
hosen to provide a concise and timely snap-
hot of research that is of actual and potential
linical relevance in the domain of renal aqua-
orins and the vasopressin signaling cascade.
This collection of reviews begins with the

ontribution of the Verkman laboratory, who
ave developed several transgenic and knock-
ut mouse models from which suspected and
nsuspected roles of various aquaporins have
merged in many organs including the kidney.

he most obvious effect of blocking aquaporin

215
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216 D. Brown
unction in the kidney is DI, a disease of urine
oncentration characterized in human beings
y the daily production of many liters of dilute
rine. NDI results from a failure of collecting
uct principal cells to appropriately accumu-

ate AQP2 in their apical plasma membrane
hen the serum osmolality increases and vaso-
ressin is released into the circulation. NDI can
e acquired or inherited, usually as an X-linked
isease. The review by Nielsen et al summarizes
ur understanding of lithium-induced NDI,
hich is a common side effect resulting from

reatment of bipolar disorder with lithium ther-
py. The inherited forms of NDI are discussed
n detail in the articles by Bichet and Deen. The
ormer stresses the importance of genetic test-
ng and early treatment in hereditary NDI that
esults from mutations in the vasopressin recep-
or (X-linked NDI), while the latter focuses on
utations in AQP2 itself that lead to autosomal

orms of hereditary NDI. Both discuss potential
trategies to rescue misfolded mutant proteins
vasopressin type 2 receptor [V2R] or AQP2) by
riving cell surface expression that could re-
tore signaling and/or water channel function
o principal cells. Using a different approach,
ouley et al combine our knowledge of intra-
ellular signaling and recycling pathways to
ropose ways of bypassing defective vasopres-
in receptors to induce cell surface accumula-
ion of AQP2 in principal cells.

The vasopressin/AQP2 axis has a central role
n other aspects of fluid and electrolyte ho-

eostasis and kidney function. Three articles
iscuss the use of vasopressin-receptor antago-
ists (vaptans) as therapeutic agents for various
onditions. Kumar and Berl address the use of
aptans in restoring normal electrolyte balance
n cases of hyponatremia, most often caused by

nappropriate secretion of vasopressin, or by
xtracellular volume depletion. Schrier also
ummarizes the use of vasopressin antagonists
o understand and treat several water-retaining
tates both in animal models and in the clinic,
ncluding cardiac failure, cirrhosis, and preg-
ancy, as well as thyroid and adrenal disorders.
rocino et al tackle the relationship between
QP2 and hypercalciuria via the calcium-sens-

ng receptor, which may help devise strategies
or reducing the risk of nephrocalcinosis, neph-
olithiasis, and renal insufficiency. Finally,
orres summarizes exciting data showing that
aptans reduce cyst formation and even reverse
yst growth in mouse models of autosomal-
ominant polycystic kidney disease, and pro-
ides an update on clinical trials that are based
n these data.

These contributions provide a small taste of
ome practical outcomes that are currently
merging from our deeper basic understanding
f how fluid and electrolyte balance is regulated
y the kidney. It is to be expected that we will
ave both success and disappointment as we
ravel the long and often rocky road from the
ench to the bedside. Our final destination may
et seem to be a faint light glimmering over the
orizon, but this collection of data shows that it
rows brighter every day. I believe that I speak
or everyone in this field when I say that we are
ertainly enjoying the journey, and we are
earning much along the way.
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